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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we define the concept of exploratory labeling:
the use of computational and interactive methods to help analysts categorize groups of documents into a set of unknown
and evolving labels. While many computational methods
exist to analyze data and build models once the data is organized around a set of predefined categories or labels, few
methods address the problem of reliably discovering and curating such labels in the first place. In order to move first
steps towards bridging this gap, we propose an interactive
visual data analysis method that integrates human-driven label
ideation, specification and refinement with machine-driven
recommendations. The proposed method enables the user
to progressively discover and ideate labels in an exploratory
fashion and specify rules that can be used to automatically
match sets of documents to labels. To support this process
of ideation, specification, as well as evaluation of the labels,
we use unsupervised machine learning methods that provide
suggestions and data summaries. We evaluate our method by
applying it to a real-world labeling problem as well as through
controlled user studies to identify and reflect on patterns of
interaction emerging from exploratory labeling activities.
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INTRODUCTION

In many real-world situations analysts are faced with the problem of organizing a document collection around a not yet fully
defined set of categories. For example, law enforcement investigators who need to categorize digital communications among
criminals and victims according to type of crime or transaction; marketing teams who need to categorize product reviews
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according to what customers reveals in their comments; or
groups of social scientists who need to categorize a large collection of messages gathered from social media according to
some particular type of behavior.
In these situations, analysts typically come to this task with
a loosely defined idea of what categories to use and, as they
analyze more of the data, develop over time a better understanding of what information is contained in the collection
and how documents can and should be categorized (a problem
similar to what Kuletza et al. call “concept evolution" [25]).
While with a small number of documents it is always possible
to perform such type of analysis manually, e.g., by using methods such as those proposed by grounded theory [8], when dealing with large document collections (with tens of thousands
of documents) some degree of automation and cooperation
between the human analyst and the machine is desirable.
One option in this case is to analyze and label only a subset of documents and then use the manually annotated data
as a way to “bootstrap" a classifier. This solution however
leaves the analyst with a high degree of uncertainty and is
prone to inaccuracies due to sampling artifacts. For example,
instances of rare, still unknown and yer relevant categories
may be lost in the process. An alternative strategy is to use
unsupervised learning algorithms such as topic modeling or
clustering. These methods, however, present a few relevant
drawbacks. First, the output of these methods is often out
of sync with the mental model of the analyst: labels that are
relevant to an analyst might not be captured by an algorithm
if they are not frequent or discriminative enough for a given
collection. Second, the output may be very noisy and hard to
interpret, especially with topic modeling [34].
Finally, another option is to use methods inspired by active
learning [36] where a classifier is developed over time by
repeatedly asking a “human oracle" to label individual documents proposed by the model. Such methods however do not
work for our case as they presume the existence of a predefined
set of labels. One possible solution is to develop variations
of active learning such that labels can be defined and refined
over time. One such method is structured labeling [25], a
method that permits users to refine labels over time. The main
downside however is its limited transparency: since the user
can only provide information by labeling individual or group
of instances, it is not always clear what the model has learned.

As a solution to these problems we propose exploratory labeling: a mixed-initiative approach to assist human analysts
in creating label specifications for large document collections.
The main idea behind exploratory labeling is to bypass the
problem of labeling individual documents by supporting the
user in developing transparent (yet machine readable) specifications that link documents to labels. Rather than asking the
user to link documents and labels directly, we assist the user
in developing sets of terms that describe the label and then use
such descriptions to match documents to labels.
The advantage of such solution is twofold. First, by its very nature it creates transparent specifications for the labels. Second,
it lends itself to their progressive and iterative development.
Adding or removing terms to labels is in fact easier than shifting whole sets of documents from one label to another as more
refined label definitions are developed over time.
More specifically, we characterize exploratory labeling as a
three-step process: label ideation, label specification and label
evaluation. In label ideation the goal is to generate the labels.
In label specification, the goal is to develop a transparent
specification the system can use to match documents with
labels and human can easily interpret. In label evaluation,
the goal is to verify such matching, spot potential issues, and
derive insights for label refinement.
Given the complexity of these tasks and the high number of
documents involved in the analysis, it is not reasonable to
expect users to perform these activities without computational
support. For this reason, we also propose mixed-initiative
methods to support the user with each of these phases we
described. More specifically, we provide methods to suggest
new labels to add to the existing pool of labels; to suggest
terms to add or remove from a label specification; and to
verify the connection between labels and documents.
In order to evaluate our method, we provide a set of studies.
We describe a case study about how we used our system to
help a group of investigators categorize a large set of emails
coming from scamming activities. We describe a user study
aimed at evaluating the usability of the system; the level of
topic coverage one can achieve with exploratory labeling; and
interpretability of label specifications. Finally, we describe
our analysis of how the output of exploratory labeling can be
used to create training data for classification tasks.
RELATED WORK

The work most relevant to the tasks of exploratory labeling
falls under three broad areas: label ideation, human-centered
document labeling, and grouping of documents based on
themes or topics. In the following, we discuss our contributions in the context of these three threads.
Label Ideation

The process of investigating a given data set to extract a meaningful set of categories out of it has been described in qualitative data analysis methods, and more specifically in grounded
theory [8]. In grounded theory the analyst performs a close
reading of the documents and performs three main type of
analysis: open-coding to extract concepts and relationships,

axial-coding to related these concepts together, and selective
coding to organize the codes into a structure that forms the
theory.
The work that we propose here bears some resemblance to
this process. In our case, we also want to extract concepts
(labels) from documents but our goals and scope are different.
The goal of our work is to help people organize the document
collection around a number of user-defined categories and
possibly use these categories as labels to train classification
models with these data, not to build a complex theory or taxonomy. Furthermore, our work focuses also on the need to define
a computable and complete mapping between the defined labels and the documents; a goal that is much less prominent
in qualitative coding. Finally, we also aim at defining labels
from a very large collections, an operation that is normally not
possible to perform with the standards of qualitative coding.
It is important, however, to mention that some systems and
methods have been developed recently to support the work
of analysts who want to perform open coding with the support of computational methods. Drucker et al. [17] developed
a system that facilitates documents grouping through groupdocument suggestions. Chen et al. [9] describe the challenges
of using machine learning for qualitative coding and built
a tool to support this task. Marathe and Toyama [30] proposed a methods to match documents to codes automatically
based on a previously developed codebooks. The method,
however, does not provide support for generating the codes.
Chandrasegaran et al. [6] presented a system that uses linguistic features and interactive visualization to assist analysts in
performing open coding. However, they also rely on users
assigning labels to individual pieces of the text and have no
recommendation mechanisms to aid the user in performing
this task. Finally, Aeonim [16] is an interface that allows
collaborative coding with the goal of ensuring agreement.
Document Labeling

Labeling documents is a fundamental task in unstructured
text data analysis. For this reason many methods provide
support by facilitating the direct labeling of documents and
suggesting documents to label. Active learning [31, 35] is a
methods that keeps the user in the loop mostly in the label
specification step. Interactive approaches leveraging active
learning have been proposed where the user is more in control
over the label ideation processes [21, 25] and human feedback
is incorporated within a trained model. Recently, a framework
for visual interactive labeling has been proposed by researchers
focusing on three components: labeled data, trained model,
and the knowledge gained by an expert through the labeling
process [3]. Empirical studies have compared the performance
of active learning as opposed to visual interactive learning [2]
demonstrating the potential benefits of analytical guidance
in the labeling process. Our exploratory labeling concept is
inspired by these findings, yet, it is different in the way the user
can directly specify their mental model about the collection
of documents in the form of terms and simple rules. More
specifically, rather than labeling documents directly, users
create labels with a machine-readable specification, which in
turn can be used to match labels to documents.

Human Intervention in Topic Modeling

Unsupervised machine learning algorithms [21] are generally
used to categorize sets of documents under thematically similar groups or topics. Traditional metrics are unable to capture
the coherence of automatically generated topics [7] thereby
signifying the need to incorporate human judgment in topic
discovery specification, and validation stages [28]. Two main
approaches have been developed to human intervention in
topic modeling, in the first approach the user receives an intermediate result, and provide some feedback to the system.
Systems like Utopian [11] and TopicLens [24] allow users
to manipulate topic modeling generated through non-negative
matrix factorization by changing keyword weights, adding,
removing or splitting topics, or interacting with 2D word embeddings. El-Assady et al. [18] proposed a system that allows
users to compare different topic models and provide feedback
by selecting which topic better match a document. Researchers
have also proposed interactive methods that work in conjunction with latent Dirichlet allocation [14, 15] or clustering
algorithms [27, 37] for users to incorporate their feedback in
the modeling process.
The second approach is to use algorithms to suggest information rather than modify the data directly. ConceptVector
[32] provides suggestions based on word embedding models
to support the creation of a list of keywords related to a theme
called concepts. VisRR [10] is another system that provides
suggestions, in this case, the system suggests documents based
on a current filter. The human intervention that happens in the
data preparation phase has also been considered: for example,
labeling documents, such that the data can later be used for
training classifiers.
One important factor ignored by most of these systems is that
often the analyst is not sure of what is in the collection, so
even just manually labeling requires the user to first perform
an exploratory analysis in order to come up with a list of labels.
Our approach of exploratory labeling addresses the shortcomings through a mixed-initiative visual analytic method where
we aim to strike a balance between automation and human
intervention by using a guidance based approach [5] in all
stages of the labeling process.

EXPLORATORY LABELING PROCESS

We define exploratory labeling as the process of ideating a
set of labels L from a document collection D in a way that
such labels capture intelligible concepts extracted from the
document collection. For each label Li we also define the set
of terms T that captures the meaning of the label and at the
same time works as a machine-readable description.
Exploratory labeling is needed in all those situations where
an expert needs to organize a document collection according
to a series of categories that are not known a priori. For
example, an analyst who wants to understand what customers
think about a given product; a social scientist who wants to
study human subjects from responses they gave in a survey;
or a criminal investigator who needs to organize a series of
documents according to the type of evidence they contain.
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Figure 1. Exploratory labeling: the user is in the center of the label
curation process, while the machine provides support in each step for
ideation, specification, and evaluation of labels.

A recurring theme in all of these situations is that the categories and labels the analyst wants to create are not necessarily
known a priori, implying that they need to be discovered and
refined as the analysis unfolds. In this paper, we tackle this
problem by proposing an exploratory process (with an interactive data analytic tool built upon it) that helps human analysts
curate labels from document collections.
The process is characterized by three main steps (Figure 1):
label ideation, label specification, and label evaluation. In
label ideation, the users’ main goal is to come up with ideas
about what label they may want to define and may exist in
the collection. In label specification, the main goal is to build
a description of each label using a set of terms found in the
collection and potential rules that tie these terms together.
In label evaluation, the main goal is to verify that a label’s
specification is able to capture the concept correctly.
These three steps are typically repeated in an iterative fashion
by the users to progressively build a set of labels and specifications that satisfy their needs. Common goals in the exploratory
labeling process include the need to: uncover as many concepts as possible; build a set of labels that are as distinct as
possible, that is, the concepts captured by the labels are well
separated; capture concepts that do exist in the document collection (that is, they have statistical support); and create label
specifications that are intelligible and semantically coherent.
To guide the user in the achievement of these goals, we propose
a mixed-initiative methodology [23] in which the user is the
main driver behind the exploratory labeling process. Contrary
to most existing paradigms in which labels are first created
automatically or semi-automatically by some algorithm (e.g.,
through topic modeling or clustering) and then are modified by
the end-user, we propose a solution in which labels can only
be created by the explicit and direct intervention of the user
and machine-driven recommendations are used as a supporting
tool [13] for the ideation, specification, and evaluation steps.
More precisely, we expect computational methods to support
these steps as follows: i) in ideation, by proposing “seed terms"
to use to take inspiration for label creation; ii) in specification,
by providing suggestions on possibly relevant terms to add to
the specification; and iii) in evaluation, by showing documents
that match and do not match the current specification.

Figure 2. ELA: Exploratory Labeling Assistant. A Label discovery panel displaying the projection and a list of recommendations. B Label specification
panel, displaying a set of labels created by the user as cards. C Terms recommendations, providing suggestions of terms that may be relevant to the
user. D Document matching panel, showing the list of documents.

The main reason behind our proposed paradigm is that we
believe it is important to develop transparent methods in which
end-users are the main driver of the label exploration process.
More specifically, we find that existing paradigms, in which
algorithms create models first and then humans are expected
to interpret and modify them in order to obtain the results
they need, do not sufficiently leverage human knowledge and
reasoning skills and ultimately may also hinder rather than
enhance human expression.
While it may rightly be argued that an excessive manual involvement may make the process too laborious and even prone
to biases, we believe it is important to study such type of
solutions and verify the extent to which these worries are
warranted. In the following section, we first describe the interactive tool we developed to realize the ideas expressed above.
Then we devote the rest of the paper for analyzing how well
the paradigm we propose works in practice and offer a few
metrics to reflect on how effective the whole process is.
ELA: EXPLORATORY LABELING ASSISTANT

In this section, we introduce ELA1 (Figure 2), the Exploratory
Labeling Assistant, an interactive system we implemented to
experiment with and validate mixed-initiative label curation
process. The user interface (Figure 2) is organized around four
main linked views: A the label discovery panel on the left,
which contains tools to support label discovery and ideation
(more details below); B the label specification panel in the
center, which hosts visual “cards” representing the labels generated by the user and containing the terms used for their
specification; C the terms recommendation panel, which displays, for a selected label, recommended terms users may want
1 http://exploratorylabeling.com

to add to the specification; D the document matching panel,
which contains information about documents that match the
specification of one or more selected labels.
These main elements of the user interface support the following workflow. Users generate new labels either by creating
them manually (clicking on the “Add Label” button) or by
using any tools found in the label recommendation and discovery panel. When a new label is created, it is visualized as a
new card in the label specification panel, which contains all
the cards/labels created by the user so far. Each card contains
an editable title on the top part and an editable list of terms,
which represents the specification of the label. At any given
time, the user works mainly on two main tasks: creating or
deleting labels and adding or removing terms that form the
specification of existing labels. To support iterative refinement
of label specifications, the term recommendation panel provides recommendations for terms the user may want to add
to a selected label. Finally, the label evaluation panel can be
used to check which documents match the specification of a
selected label.
Label Discovery

The label discovery view contains interactive functionality to
help the user ideate new labels. In its current implementation,
the view allows the user to use three main methods, projection,
topic modeling and semantic modeling for discovery, which
are explained in detail below. Each method is shown in a
different tab panel allowing the user to chose which method
is more suitable for the task in hand. We provide multiple
methods because each method emphasizes different aspects of
a document collection and their combination can help users
discover a higher number of concepts and labels. In particu-

lar, projections help segment the collection into disjoint sets
of topics; topic modeling helps find multiple topics within
and among all documents; and semantic modeling helps find
clusters of terms that are semantically related. Despite using
different algorithms, the methods are designed in a way to
produce the same output format, which consists of a list of
keyword sets, as shown in Figure 3 A . Each method shows
a different list to the user. Starting from this list the user can
create a label by dragging in the specification panel the whole
keyword set or select only a subset of the words and create a
new label only with them.
Discovery Panel
A

Specification Panel

extract the top-n most relevant terms and create the keyword
sets.
Topic Modeling

Topic modeling methods aim at automatically discovering
from a document collection a number of user-defined topics,
where each topic is described by a selected set of terms. In
our system, we use the classic Latent Dirichlet Allocation
algorithm, also known as LDA [22], to create the keyword
sets, where each set just corresponds to each topic extracted by
LDA. As described above, the keyword sets (which correspond
to the topics in this case), can be used to create new labels in
the specification panel.
Semantic Modeling

Drop it to create a new label

The semantic modeling algorithm aims at producing keyword
sets where the keywords have a close semantic relationship,
providing an alternative view of the collection based on word
semantic rather than how words are distributed in the document collection.

B

Figure 3. Drag-and-drop operation as a way to create a label from a recommendation. A Two recommendations provided by the system, B the
card representing the newly created label using only the selected terms
(blue).

Projection

The projection method supports label ideation by creating
a multidimensional projection view of the document collection. For ELA we first transform each document into a vector
representation using a doc2vec model [26] and then we use
the learned representation to project the documents using tSNE [29], a popular projection algorithm.
In order to make the projection more scalable and readable, we
use a density visualization method based on a binning strategy,
which enables us to visualize density rather than every single
document in the collection (Figure 2 A ). The rectangular area
is divided into small bins which we color with a color intensity
scale to represent the number of documents falling into each
bin.
In order to generate the keyword sets from the projections,
we follow a multi-step process. First, we detect high-density
areas to focus on prominent clusters of documents and then we
use the documents found in these high-density areas to extract
relevant keywords that describe their content.
To detect high-density areas we use a simple procedure: (1) we
start from the highest density bin and select all the neighborhood bins at distance d; (2) we use the selected bins to create a
document cluster; (3) we remove the bins used in the previous
steps, look for the new highest density bin and repeat the same
process until the whole set of bins has been processed.
Once the document clusters have been defined, we derive
the keyword sets by selecting discriminant terms for each
of them. For this purpose, we use a variant of the common
term frequency over document frequency measure (TFIDF),
proposed by Cilibrasi and Vitanyi [12]. With such measure, we

To produce the keyword sets, we use a word embedding model
that learns semantic similarity between words by looking at
their context [33], i.e., words that are surrounded by a similar set of words are closer together than those which have
more dissimilar contexts. With such embedding, it is possible
to calculate the “semantic distance” from any pair of terms
contained in the collection. In ELA, we use a pre-trained
embedding (generated from the Wikipedia and Gigaword data
sets [33]) and generate the keyword sets as follows: (1) we
extract the top 1000 most frequent keywords in the dataset; (2)
starting from the most frequent one we select all the terms that
are at a distance less than a predefined parameter ds (which
can be tuned by the user) and create a keyword set with it; (3)
we remove all the terms used in the previous steps from the
pool of possible candidates and repeat the previous steps for
the next item in the frequent keywords list.
Label Specification and Terms Recommendation

The label specification panel shown in Figure 2 C is the area
where the user creates labels and their specifications. Each label is represented by a card which, in its default state, displays
an editable title and the terms included in its specification.
Each label produces a set of connected documents through a
matching and ranking function specifying which ones among
the existing documents, belong to its set. The sets are not mutually exclusive. Therefore different labels can, in principle,
share some of the documents. For this reason, each card also
contains information about two metrics: the number of documents matched by the label and the percentage of documents,
among those that match, that are exclusive for the label.
The matching mechanism is driven by a function that scores
the documents according to how many terms are included in
the document. More precisely, for a given label L with terms
T = {t1 . . .tk } included in its specification and a document
d, the document score is calculated according to the following function: match(T, d) × ∑ki=1 t f (ti , d) × id f (ti )2 , where
match(T, d) is the number of terms in the specification that
are also present in the document, t f (ti , d) is the frequency of

term ti in document d, and id f (ti )2 is the squared frequency
of term ti in the entire collection.
Intuitively, the scoring function scores the documents according to how many terms in the specification are contained in
the document (match function), weighted according to how
specific and frequent these terms are for the document (the
rest of the equation). In its default state, a document matches
a specification if its score is bigger than zero. More stringent
parameters can be used by defining a threshold higher than
zero for inclusion.
The user can obtain more details about the label by expanding
the card. The expanded version of the card shows additional
information about how documents distribute across the terms.
By hovering a term, the system displays a bubble next to the
other terms to depict information about how many documents
they share. This information enables the user to assess the level
of redundancy by identifying terms that are highly correlated.
The user can also add terms manually using a menu accessible
from the top-left corner of the card.
While so far we described the structure of a specification as
containing exclusively a simple list of terms, ELA allows the
user to define more complex rules in place of a single term. A
term can be substituted by a more complex rule tying together
multiple terms with a combination of and, or and not logic
statements. This is useful in situations when the user needs
to define more precisely how to filter the document collection
with a given label.
As an additional form of support ELA also provides a terms
recommendation function which suggests potentially relevant
terms to add to an existing label. When a label is selected,
the recommendations are displayed on the right-hand side of
the user interface, above the document list (Figure 2 X). The
suggested terms are displayed in a column layout with bars
depicting the frequency of each term following guidelines
of Felix et al. [19]. Users can switch between two types
of keyword sets, the most frequent or the most discriminant
(according to a relevance score [12]) and they can select terms
from this set and add them to the selected label.
Document Matching

The document matching panel (Figure 2 D ) displays for a
selected label the list of documents that are retrieved through
the scoring function we presented above. The list can be sorted
in ascending or descending order according to the score value.
Both sorting methods are useful since they enable the user
to quickly jump to documents that are scored very high or
very low; which in turn permits to reason on how to improve
the label specification (by removing or adding terms or entire
rules if needed).
Each document in the list is represented by a small snippet,
which can be expanded on demand. The snippet is extracted
from the document in a way that at least one of the keywords
used in the currently selected label will be present and highlighted. When the user clicks on the snippet, a new pop-up
window is opened to show the content of the document in full
details (including its metadata if available).

In order to verify how many documents the current set of labels
share, and thus assess their uniqueness, the user can click on
the “intersection” tab and display a correlation matrix. The
matrix shows through color intensity how many documents
are shared between every possible pair of labels.
CASE STUDY

To showcase how our method can help analysts in a realworld scenario, we describe how ELA has been used in a data
analysis project we developed in collaboration with, Agari, a
cybersecurity company. Agari aims at protecting their clients
from scamming activities, and as part of their endeavor, they
obtained a collection of over 60, 000 emails from the email
boxes of a network of scammers. The collection contains
communications between scammers and victims as well as
emails exchanged among scammers on the same network. The
goal of the analysis was to understand what kind of strategies
scammers use to perpetrate their crimes and, through this
activity, categorize emails in categories of scam types.
In this projects we faced three relevant challenges: the analysts had only partial knowledge of what type of labels (scam
type) may exist; the data was confidential, which implied the
company could not rely on crowdsourcing to help with the
labeling; and expert knowledge was required to understand
scam types and generate meaningful labels.
Prior to our collaboration, the company had already started
a process of identifying types of scams as well as keywords
related to the scams types. The company provided us with 3
types of scams they had identified already and between 6 to
12 keywords they found related to each type. Our goal was to
use this input to verify the accuracy of the scam types already
identified and uncover new categories of scams.
Performing Exploratory Labeling Tasks

As a pre-processing step, we first grouped emails between
contacts into one document we called conversation. Each
conversation contained a concatenation of all communications
between two contacts; a strategy suggested by the Agari team
and that worked well in their past analyses.
Next, we loaded the dataset into ELA and in partnership with
investigators from the company, we conducted an exploratory
labeling session with the goal of identifying new types of
scams and creating specifications for each identified label. We
started by manually adding the labels provided by the company
as well as the keywords they had already associated the label
with. Then, we looked at the documents matched by these
labels, and through this exploration, we realized that some of
the keywords were too generic. For example, in a type of scam
called “romance scam”, the keyword “wonderful” retrieved too
many cases in common with “rent scam”, another common
type of scam (e.g., cases where people included sentences
like “the house was wonderful”). Using this method, we
identified all the keywords that generated this kind of problem
and removed them from the specifications.
In addition to removing terms that were too generic, in some
cases, we also had to include more complex rules to disambiguate between the two cases. For example, “romance scams”

and “rent scams” had an overlap because both types of scams
often mention rooms or other house-related terms in their messages. To handle this problem, we often added negation rules
that contained specific bi-grams such as “rental application”
in the specification of the romance label.
Once the labels provided by the company were matching the
correct set of documents and had little overlap, we aimed
at discovering new types of scams. We first configured the
system to show only documents not covered by the existing
labels and used the projection (Figure 2 A ) and terms recommendation (Figure 2 B ) functions to identify new labels.
Each new label, once identified, was added to the specification panel and validated using the document matching view.
Once we stopped finding relevant information in the recommendations, we started exploring the term recommendations
for each label and matching documents to see if we could find
other potentially relevant labels the system was not able to
recommend.
After producing a satisfactory set of labels and their specifications, we started working on reducing the amount of overlap
between the labels. To this purpose, we used the intersection
matrix to focus on labels with a high amount of overlap, and
then we used the keyword summaries and matching documents
to develop better specifications. Once keywords causing excessive overlap were identified we either removed them or
added more complex rules able to disambiguate between the
cases. In this phase, we frequently used the “exclusive metric”
displayed in the cards as a way to measure the exclusivity of
the labels. Once this metric for each label was larger than
95%, and we could not identify more than a handful of missclassified documents we decide to stop.
At the end of this process, we were capable of identifying a
total of 12 different types of scams, 9 more than what the company provided initially to us. The number of conversations for
each label had a large variance, with one label matching only
19 conversations and others matching up to 626 conversations.
To evaluate the results, we selected a sample of 100 documents,
for each label that matched more than a hundred documents,
and the whole set of documents for labels with less than a hundred documents. We then manually processed all the sampled
documents to count the number of misclassified documents.
At the end of this process, we obtained an average precision of
0.94, with 10 out of 12 labels having a precision above 0.95.
With two of the remaining labels, we obtained poorer results,
respectively 0.77 and 0.79 accuracy values. These were the
“rent” and “romance” scams, which, as we have described
above tend to have many terms in common.
Lessons Learned

A useful outcome of the case study we described above is a
number of lessons we have learned during the development
process. We report these lessons here because they reveal useful insights about advantages and challenges of the exploratory
labeling process.
Not all documents are relevant. It is important to keep in mind
that in many collections not all documents are relevant for
the task. In the Agari’s case study, for example, our method

matched a total of about 68% of the documents contained in
the data set. By investigating the other 32%, we found that
they were completely irrelevant and not related to any type of
scam activity.
Low-frequency labels may still be relevant. In our analysis,
we identified a label that matched only 0.32% of the valid documents. But this label was deemed very relevant by the investigators because it was associated with a new and well-defined
type of scam. Furthermore, since Agari will keep analyzing
data collected in the future, these small frequency label may
become more relevant as scamming activities evolve.
Different labels pose different challenges. In this dataset, there
was a large variance in the degree of complexity of the specifications required to match the relevant documents in different
labels. Some labels needed very simple specifications to match
documents correctly, while others needed more complex rules.
One example was the scam type “mystery shopper”. This
scam type would always mention a few variations of the terms
“mystery”, “secret”, and “shopper”. Therefore with only a
few rules, we were able to match this document with high
precision. Other labels like “romance” scams posed a bigger challenge because the conversations were long and the
common word much less discriminative.
Other text fields are important. When creating specifications
for the labels, we realized that in some cases, the subject line
of the emails contained more discriminative information than
the body. We designed ELA in a way to allow specifications
to use multiple fields at the same time. In cases where we
identified more discriminative terms in the subject lines, we
created rules that would match only the subject line rather
than the body. This capability made some of the specifications
much more effective than if we had to rely exclusively on one
single source at a time.
VALIDATION

In this section, we present results of the experiments we performed as a way to better understand the advantages and limitations of the exploratory labeling task and the user interface
used for the task. More specifically, our goal was to understand: (1) the relationship between the complexity of the task
and human performance; (2) the quality of the task outcome
in terms of coverage, i.e., the amount of correct labels users
are able to find when ground truth is available; and (3) the
degree of interpretability of the generated specifications. We
also investigate the usefulness of the outcome of the labeling
process and how one can leverage it to automatically label new
documents.
Methodology

In this experiment, we aimed to reproduce a real-world task
in a controlled environment. We created a scenario where
participants would pretend to be developers for a website with
the primary task of identifying and specifying business types
based on a collection of reviews obtained from its users. That
is, their goal was to produce labels, where each label would
represent a business type, knowing that these labels would
be used to create a menu in the fictitious website. The rules
created on the specification of each label would be used to
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select documents to show to users on the website. Participants
were free to decide the number of labels, as well the criteria to
include a label in the list. They were also free to decide when
to stop and which criteria to use to evaluate the quality of the
rules used to specify to the label.
We prepared a dataset for the experiment by selecting a subset
of the documents from the Yelp Open Dataset [39]. This
dataset contains a set of reviews written by users for different
types of businesses. Each review contains, among other information, the text of the review, the business name and the type
of the business, where each business may be related to one
or more types. From this dataset, we selected the top 9 most
relevant, but also distinct, business types, and considered only
documents associated with these business types. To control
for the different number of reviews for each type, we used
stratified sampling to obtain a more uniform distribution of
reviews.This resulted in a dataset with 19, 348 reviews.
We recruited 9 participants, all with prior experience with
computers and data analysis. Each participant received 15
minutes of training on how to use the tool and was allowed
to ask questions during this session. The participants then
received the description of the task and had 1 hour to create
their solution for the task, i.e., a set of labels and rules. Participants were instructed to speak while creating their solution
following a “think aloud” protocol. While the participants
performed the task, an investigator took notes related to the
actions performed. We also recorded the participants’ screen
and logs to enable a more fine grained analysis of interactions.
After completion, the participants filled a questionnaire to
express their impressions on the usability of the system. We
also conducted semi-structured interviews to gather subjective
feedback and to ask clarifications about interaction patterns
and analysis strategies observed during the test. Participants
received $30 US Dollars for their participation.
Usability

Given the level of complexity of our system and of the assigned
task, achieving a good usability score is particularly important.
We evaluated the usability of the system using the System
Usability Scale [4]. This scale has proven to be a valuable and
robust tool for assessing the quality of system interfaces [1].

To compute the SUS score for the tool, at the end of the
experiment we asked participants to fill out a survey with the
10 questions specified by the SUS test, grading them on a scale
from 1 to 5, where 1 means strongly disagree and 5 means
strongly agree. The SUS score grades systems on a scale
between 1 and 100 and our system obtained an average score
of 85.27 with 95% CI [80.72, 89.82]. According to Bangor et
al. [1] a SUS score above 85 is considered excellent and is in
the 4th top percentile range. Therefore the SUS score obtained
for the tool was satisfactory.
We also asked participants about their satisfaction with the
results and 7 out of 9 reported being satisfied or very satisfied
while the other participants reported being neither satisfied nor
unsatisfied. Most participants also were confident that they
covered most of the labels in the collection, with 6 participants reporting being confident or very confident, and only 1
reporting being not confident. When asked if they believed the
specifications they provided would correctly match relevant
documents, 7 were confident or very confident, and 2 were
neither confident nor confident.
Again, given the complexity of the task and the user interface
we believe these results demonstrate that users could perform
the exploratory labeling task with a high degree of confidence
and achieve results they are sufficiently satisfied with.
Expected and unexpected patterns

Following the visual analytics mantra of “detecting the expected and discovering the unexpected” [38], a goal of label
ideation phase in the exploratory labeling task, is to help users
discover new labels in the data, i.e, help users update their
mental model in the presence of the data, allowing them to
find labels they did not expect. To measure how the labeling
task impacts the mental model of a user, we asked the participants to guess which label they would be able to find before
exploring the data and then compared their guesses with the
final set of labels they generated. At the end of our study, 6
participants believed their final solution was different or very
different from what they expected, 2 believed the solution was
somewhat similar and only 1 participant believed the solution
produced was similar to his prior expectations.
Coverage

A relevant goal of exploratory labeling is to achieve high coverage of the identifiable label. To test the performance of our
method in this respect, we measure how many of the selected
set of categories found in the Yelp data set our participants
were able to discover. In order to develop a robust matching between the labels generated by the participants and the
original labels we crowdsourced the matching task to a group
of workers in Amazon Mechanical Turk. The workers were

forming significantly better than LDA and a few performing
significantly worse.
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presented with one label at a time, from those generated by
our participants, and had to assign one of the Yelp categories
or specify that no matching was possible.
Each label from each participant was labeled by 5 different
raters. Figure 5 shows the results of this analysis. The overall
average coverage across the 9 participants was of 81%. When
we look at coverage scores of individual participants, we can
see there is considerable variability. While some participants
were able to achieve a high coverage, a few showed a somewhat low coverage. This divergence can, at least partially, be
explained by a pattern we observed during the test. Some of
the participants decided to follow a label generation strategy
that would prioritize label specification over discovery. As a
consequence, given the fixed amount of time we gave to our
participants, some of them could not adequately explore all
possible labels they wanted to explore.
Specification Interpretability

While during exploratory labeling users provide names to the
labels created, we expected the terms used to create the rules
in the specification to provide confirmation of those labels, i.e.,
by looking a the terms used, one should be able to guess what
the title of the label should be. We call this interpretability.
To measure interpretability, we use raters agreement as a
proxy. If raters agree most of the time on which label matches
which specification, we consider the specification highly interpretable. We compute the agreement using the Fleiss
score [20] (a generalization of the Kappa score). We slightly
modify the score to consider the cases in which the raters
could not find a match between the label and the category as
disagreements. In addition to the agreement, we also compute
an assignment score that represents the proportion of labels
that were assigned to a ground truth label. Figure 6 shows the
results for the agreement and assignment scores.
In order to ground the scores on some relevant benchmark, we
compare the results of the scores obtained by using LDA to
those generated by our participants (Figure 6). The average
agreement score of our participants and LDA are similar, 0.74
and 0.72 respectively. Similarly, for the assignment score, the
average for the participants and LDA are 0.88 and 0.83 respectively. Similarly to the results we observed in the coverage
analysis, we can see that these scores vary considerably across
the study participants, with the majority of participants per-

An important aspect of the exploratory labeling process is
that at the end of the process labels can, at least in principle,
be used to create classifiers that automatically classify the
existing data, as well as unseen data, into the set of labels
defined during the process. Even if the emphasis of this work
is on generating labels and their specifications, in this section
we want to more closely explore the existing options when
one wants to use the result of exploratory labeling to perform
classification.
To this purpose, we propose four different strategies. In the
first strategy, we use the document matching function we
defined above to decide which labels correspond to each document. In the second strategy, we use the same document
matching function with an additional threshold, which removes all the documents that score below the first percentile
of the score distribution. In the third strategy, we train an SVM
classifier using the documents retrieved by the first strategy
as training set. Finally, in the fourth strategy, we also train
an SVM classifier but we use the documents retrieved by the
second strategy, that is, the one using a threshold.
The main idea behind testing these four strategies is that we
want to see if using a classifier we can achieve more generalizable results. We also want to see if applying a cutoff has any
measurable impact on performance.
Since different users tend to produce different results we first
had to decide which labeling results to use for this analysis.
Furthermore, since the quality of specifications built during
the study arguably influences the quality of the results, we
had to find a way to generate a specification “gold standard”.
To this purpose, we randomly selected 3 of the participants
to perform an additional label specification task. In this task
we provided the participants with the right set of categories
extracted from the Yelp dataset and asked them to create the
best possible specifications.
In order to compare the performance of the four strategies
we split the data into training and test data and use precision
and recall scores for evaluation. The scores are averaged
across the results obtained with the data coming from the three
participants.
Figure 7 shows the mean and the 95% bootstrapped confidence
intervals for precision and recall across labels and participants.
We call the four strategies presented above as follows: document matching, document matching + cutoff, SVM, and SVM
+ cutoff. From the figure, we can see that all methods have
a comparable level of precision, with a slight increase when
using the SVM classifier. Where we observe a substantial improvement is in the recall score, which is substantially higher
for the SVM classifier, which confirms our intuition that using
a classifier can provide more generalizable results. We also notice some improvement with the cutoff version of the methods
but not as significant as expected.

In this second case, proper training before embarking on an
exploratory labeling session may of help.
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Figure 7. Comparison between the performance of different models, 1)
created by the users and 2) SVM classifiers trained over the participant’s
output.

In light of these results, we suggest the use of our proposed
fourth strategy when at the end of the exploratory labeling
process one wants to use the labels to generate effective classifiers. One question that remains to verify is whether using this
strategy one may be able to build a classifier with performance
comparable to that of a classifier trained on the original data
which contains the actual ground truth.
To clarify, the four strategies we just discussed are all based
on labels generated through the exploratory labeling process,
not those originally found in the data. For this reason we
deem interesting performing one last comparison with an SVM
model built on the original data. As shown in Figure 7, the
performance of the model built on ground truth outperforms all
the others. The results are however encouraging considering
the unsupervised nature of these strategies.
DISCUSSION

In this work, we presented exploratory labeling as a highly
interactive human-driven activity to generate labels and specifications out of a document collection. We also presented a
system to perform exploratory labeling with the support of
a series of computational methods aimed at guiding the user
in the process. The most important questions we had for this
work were about the usability of our approach and the quality
of the results generated.
From our experiments, the usability of the system seems to be
satisfactory. The task is clearly a complex one and requires
extended time and sustained effort. However, our participants
were able to produce reasonable results with very little training;
having performed this type of task for the first time.
An important observation, looking at the results obtained from
the coverage and interpretability tests is that the performance
of the participants varied substantially. A minority of participants achieved low scores in both our metrics and a substantial
number of participants achieved scores equal or better than
the output generated by an automated model. We do not know
precisely what the source of this variability is. It may be individual differences among the participants or, as we mentioned
before, it may reflect different strategies the participants decided to use at the beginning and that led to sub-optimal results.

A somewhat surprising result is the one we obtained with interpretability. Our initial hypothesis was that results generated
by topic modeling (LDA) would be way less interpretable than
those generated by our human-driven method. The results of
our experiment, however, do not confirm the existence of such
a large difference. There are many possible reasons behind
these results. One is that the data set and task we used did not
generate a particularly problematic output from topic modeling. Another explanation, however, is that human perception
mechanisms are robust to noise and for this reason, it was not
substantially harder to match topics with labels when using
the output of LDA. More research in this direction is needed
to shed light on this problem.
In the section about automated labeling, we demonstrated
that using a classifier can greatly enhance the performance of
the method if one wants to use the labeling output to build
an actual classifier. Even more important is our finding that
building a classifier using the output of exploratory labeling
generates results that are comparable to those obtained by a
classifier trained on the original ground truth data. This is
encouraging because it suggests exploratory labeling can help
people uncover meaningful unknown labels from the corpus.
One open issue we want to investigate in the future is how
our proposed approach compares to approaches that rely more
heavily on existing unsupervised learning methods. More precisely, our method promotes a solution to the problem that
requires a deep involvement of the user in generating the labels. An alternative approach may be one where unsupervised
methods create a good-enough solution first and then the user
is able to modify and explore such solution to adapt it to the
needs of the user. More research is needed to better understand
which paradigm works best under which condition.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we defined Exploratory Labeling, a task that
aims to ideate and specify labels our of a document collection.
We proposed a mixed-initiative method to support such task
where the user is in control of the process, and it is aided by
the machine that works as an assistant providing recommendations and helping the user to evaluate the results of the task.
We validate our method through an application in a real-world
scenario and a series of experiments conducted with the goal
of understanding the extent to which the method works and
its limitations. This work makes a few first steps in the direction of interactive solutions that are able to take advantage of
the machine computational power but also the user’s domain
knowledge. This work describes some initial findings, but
more research is needed. Specifically, we plan to investigate
the effect of different levels of recommendations: how starting
with a blank canvas and building the solution based on recommendations differ from the system creating an initial solution
leaving to the user only the job of edit and improve it.
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